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a few rungs down on the homepage you'll find peacock peeks, the section that shows you season
passes and exclusive new episodes as they become available. but as i already have the original

series in hd, i didn't really need it. but the description of the free tier reveals that there's plenty on
offer beyond the us. "as of may 25, 2019, peacock is available to all users of both the united states
and canada," the description reads. "sign up or log in to enjoy over 800 episodes of television and

movies with no lock-in contracts or other restrictions." if you're running on wi-fi, you can stream the
show and pause it to conserve your data. and if you log in with your facebook account, you can

pause the show while you're offline. although i had to log in with my facebook account initially, you
don't need it for most of the episodes. the interface isn't the best on my iphone x (and it's noticeably
worse on an ipad). it's split up into three layers -- thumbnails of episodes that you can rewind or fast-
forward, a carousel of episodes, and a list of episodes with in-line descriptions. the images for most
of the episodes look fairly good, with some good-quality thumbnails and plenty of detail. only two
episodes stood out as particularly low-res. but at least the episodes themselves look better than

they did on hulu and are consistently high quality for the episodes i saw. 4. this study is coded as an
ethnographic participant observation, which draws upon the audience reception phenomenon to

examine how classically lgbtq+ television shows (i.e., shows that have been watched in the past by
historically marginalized queer audiences) may have impacted audiences of lgbtq+ television shows

that are the targets of this study.
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